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45. THE BEST HAMENTASHEN EVER!  Sandy Feinstein once again generously 

invited 12 lucky BNC members into her kitchen to learn her fabulous 

hamentashen recipe. Each participant made and took home a dozen 

delicious hamentashen! Date:  Thursday, March 9, 2017 
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44. MOORENKO’S ICE CREAM FACTORY Moorenko’s makes small-batch 

handcrafted ultra-premium ice cream. Rich, creamy, with decadent flavors, 

it’s been named Best Ice Cream in Maryland by Foursquare. Help make the 

ice cream and do the clean up. Owner Susan Soorenko will speak about ice 

cream, the industry, how to determine if an ice cream is worth the price, and 

how to taste ice cream. You will eat ice cream right out of the machine and 

take a pint home with you.  

  

Date: Sunday, March 5, 2017 

 

All set to work or watch with our hair and beards of the men covered. The 

process was described, many questions answered, machine disinfected, 

chocolate melted, and ice cream put through the machine. All was mixed, 

tasted, frozen, and taken home. YUM! 
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41. MAKE YOUR OWN GLASS JEWELRY AND TOUR OF ARTISTS 

AND MAKERS 2  
Learn the fine art of fused glass jewelry making with fellow Brandeis members. During a 

three hour class you will have the opportunity to make three pendants—all supplies will be 

provided and instructors will fire the pieces and attach the hardware. Later tour resident 

artists’ studios including the Washington School of Photography. If you wish to come for 

the tour only, we will see you in the afternoon.   

Date:  Thursday, February 9, 2017  

Location:       Artist and Makers Studio  
12276 Wilkins Avenue, Rockville  

  

 

The group had a very exciting time.  
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 39.  LYNNE OAKES – PAINTER The word “joy” truly describes the outlook 

and artwork of Lynne Oakes. She comes from an entire family of 

artists and has had exposure to art since childhood. Lynne 

paints in a variety of media but is partial to oil painting and 

watercolor. Her subject matter includes landscapes, still life, 

figures and portraits, and her paintings can be found in private 

collections in the U.S. and Europe as well as in various corporate collections. 

Lynne founded the art league in her community and continues to teach in 

her studio. Note: this program involves descending and ascending stairs.  

Date: Monday, February 6, 2017 Time: 1:30 p.m. – 3:00 p.m 
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34. THE STATE OF THE MEDIA  We heard  Claire Sanders Swift, senior top-

tier Media Strategist and former ABC News/NBC News award-winning 

producer (and previous guest of our chapter) who discussed the state of the 

media. Because of the unexpected result of the recent election, the 

questions mostly centered on why the media got it so wrong. Basically, it 

seems that the media has cut back on its reporters so that the non-populous 

parts of the country were not covered.  

Because of the number of people who wanted to attend, this event was held 

at Temple Beth Ami onThursday, December 8, 2016 Time:  10:30 a.m. – 

12:00 p.m.  
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26. UNSUNG HEROES OF THE HOLOCAUST  

Arthur Berger joined the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in 2000. Previously, in a 

twenty-five year career in the Foreign Service, Mr. Berger served in Israel, Africa, South 

America and the Netherlands. As a former U.S. diplomat within the Department of State and 

later as a United States Holocaust Memorial Museum official, Mr. Berger developed an 

interest in the actions of several diplomats who took a stand against their countries’ strict 

immigration laws during the Holocaust and gave visas which saved the lives of thousands, 

most of whom were Jews. Mr. Berger has continued to find additional information during his 

research. On Monday, November 7, 2016 he discussed some of these unsung heroes and 

the meaning of their actions in today’s world.   
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22. NATIONAL ARCHIVES AT COLLEGE PARK  

On Monday, October 31, 2016 we got a snapshot view of the estimated 14 million analog and 2.2 

million digital photographs and graphic images in the Still Picture holdings at the National Archives at 

College Park. It attracts a wide variety of people: documentary filmmakers, print and electronic 

publishers. Then there are documents: presidential papers, treaties, correspondence, maps, etc. This 

is a gold mine for researchers. We experienced the world’s largest and most advanced modern 

archives, including viewing state-of-the-art conservation laboratories and the space-saving technology 

of the mobile shelving system.   
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7. OCTAGON HOUSE MUSEUM  

Designed by William Thornton, the first architect of the U.S. Capitol, the Octagon was built 

between 1799 and 1801 for Colonel John Tayloe III, reputed to be the richest Virginian 

planter of his time. He built the house in Washington at the suggestion of George 

Washington. The museum was restored to its 1817-18 era appearance in the early 1990s. 

The guided tour of the house looks at: the history of the Tayloe family of Virginia; the 

history of early Washington DC; urban slavery in Washington DC; the War of 1812 and the 

burning of Washington; the Madisons’ stay in the house from 1814-1815; and the 

preservation work done on the house by the American Institute of Architects after they 

bought the house in 1902.  

 Our tour was September 20, 2016. The group split between two docents.  

Views from New York Avenue. 

 

 

 

The Reception Area:                                       The Kitchen in the basement: 
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The Treaty Room – where President Madison signed the Treaty of Ghent ending the War of 

1812: 

 

 

 

The Drawing Room:  
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The Dining Room:  
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6. NORMAN ESTRIN – SCULPTOR 

Norman Estrin has had a lifelong passion for art, though having advanced 

degrees and an illustrious career in the field of chemistry. He moved from 

drawing to painting to sculpting with polyform, which he continues to use to 

form his pieces of sculpture. Several of his works adorn the lobby and 

hallways of Temple Beth Ami. In his home studio he will show us how he 

designs and finishes his pieces. This program involves descending and 

ascending stairs.  

  

Date:   Monday, September 19 

  

 


